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Abstract 

Brittle KH2PO4 (KDP) crystal is difficult-to-machine because of its low fracture resistance whereby 

brittle cracks can be easily introduced in machining processes. To achieve ductile machining without 

any cracks, this type of materials is generally processed by some ultra-precision machining techniques 

at ambient temperature with nanoscale material removal, yielding low machining efficiency and high 

processing cost. Recently, thermal-assisted techniques have been used to successfully facilitate the 

machining of some difficult-to-machine materials, like superalloys, but little effort has been made to 

explore whether the temperature effect can contribute to the ductile machinability of brittle materials 

yet. Thus, the aim of this study is to figure out the specific role of temperature in the deformation 

behaviours of brittle KDP crystal by nano indentation/scratch methods. It is found that compared with 

those at ambient temperature (AT, i.e. 23 ℃), the hardness and Elastic modulus of KDP crystal at 

elevated temperature (ET, i.e. 160 ℃) decrease substantially by 21.4% and 32.5%, respectively, while 

the fracture toughness increases greatly by 15.5%, implying a higher ability of ductile deformation at 

ET. Meanwhile, the scratch length within ductile removal has been identified to be extended more than 

4 times by increasing temperature from AT to ET. Both the quantity and size of brittle features (e.g., 

cracks and chunk removal) show a reducing trend with the increase of temperature. To uncover the 

underlying mechanism of this phenomenon, an updated stress field model is proposed to analyze the 

scratch-induced stress distribution by considering the evolution of material property at various 

temperature. These presented results are significant for the future design of specific thermal-assisted 

processing techniques for machining brittle materials efficiently.  
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1. Introduction

Brittle potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4/KDP) crystal, due to its extraordinary

nonlinear optical performance [1], has been widely employed in laser-driven Inertial Confinement 

Fusion (ICF) facilities [2]. While in the practical working environment with intensely laser irradiation, 

it is extremely vulnerable to generate laser-induced damage defects (i.e., micro-cracks) on the surfaces 

of KDP optics, which severely restrict the output energy promotion and the stable running of ICF 

facilities [3, 4]. With the aim of recycling the use of these expensive KDP optics, the most economical 

and feasible approach is to repair the damaged optical elements as soon as any defect takes place [3, 

5]. Nowadays, the micro ball-end milling technique has been accepted as the most potential solution 

to achieve the recycle loop of KDP optical components. Nevertheless, fabricating a crack-free repair 

surface on this type of optics still is a challenging task owing to the low harness [6], poor fracture 

resistance [7] and random crystallographic orientation of KDP crystal [7, 8].  

In order to acquire a crack-free repair contour on the KDP surface, the damaged materials due to 

the laser irradiation are supposed to be repaired in ductile-regime whereby the critical undeformed 

cutting thickness (UCT) is normally identified as around hundreds of nanometers [3, 9]. This 

submicron-volume material removal means that not only an ultra-precision machine tool is required 

but a low machining efficiency is inevitable caused, ultimately increasing the fabrication cost of KDP 

optics. Thus, the values of UCT play a significant influence on the machining of brittle materials [3]. 

As known in the ductile machining theory [10, 11], the critical value of UCT for ductile cutting is 

highly dependent on the mechanical properties of targeted material, like hardness and fracture 

toughness [12, 13], but these mechanical characteristics of one material are highly related to its 

working temperature [14, 15]. Thus, interesting questions are proposed but not answered satisfactorily: 

does the temperature have an appealing effect on ductile deformation behaviours of brittle KDP crystal? 

Moreover, can this temperature effect be employed to benefit the ductile machining capacity of KDP? 

will this concept further enlighten the development of a new innovative cutting mechanism or 

technique to enhance the machining quality of other brittle materials? 

For answering these questions, the first step is to understand the material property of KH2PO4 

crystal. The cell of KH2PO4 crystal is generally indexed as a tetragonal crystallographic structure with 

a space group of I42d whereby the ionic bond connecting [PO4]3- units and cations is one of the main 

factors causing the fragile property of this material [2]. Except for the brittle property, KDP crystal is 

much softer than other conventional optical materials (e.g., glasses[16], and polycrystal ZnSe [17]). 

The Mohs hardness of KDP is only 2.5, less than that of silver (3.0), causing great obstacles in its ultra-

precision grinding processes because the grinding abrasives could get embedded into and damage 

machined surfaces. Meanwhile, for understanding the mechanical response of KDP crystal, a great 
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number of nano indentation tests were conducted with different indentation loads, which play a similar 

role to cutting forces in actual machining processes[18-20]. The results show that there are two slip 

groups in KDP [18]: one group consists of (101), (112), (123) and (110) crystalline planes with a vector 

of 1/2<111> while the other group is (010) <100>, giving brittle KDP crystal high flexibility to undergo 

plastic deformation which can be observed in the indentation load-depth curves with sudden depth 

bursts (~ 8nm) [19], named as pop-in event. However, these events have been identified to happen 

only at quite small indentation loads (several mNs). Once the applied loads increase to dozens of mNs, 

brittle cracks will take place [9, 21]. This scenario indicates that although plastic deformation can be 

achieved for KDP crystal at a low load range, brittle-regime material removal (e.g., cracks) would 

inevitably occur in actual micro-milling repair processes of KDP crystal as the observed milling forces 

is generally around 100 mN [9]. Besides, Yang and Zhang have revealed the deformation behaviours 

of KDP under complex stressings via molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, which can provide 

insights for uncovering the material removal mechanism of KDP crystal at the atomic scale [22]. 

Recently, interesting work has been reported by Huang [23] that the temperature could positively 

enhance the fracture resistance of z-cut KDP crystal in three-point-bend loading tests from 0.68 

MPa·m1/2 at 23℃ to more than 1.0 MPa·m1/2 at 160℃. However, the detailed role of temperature in 

the comprehensive material property of KDP crystal and the related machinability is still uncovered.  

The machinability of one material can not only be evaluated by its material properties estimated 

by nanoindentation tests but also be reflected by the material removal behaviours in nano scratch 

processes [24-26], which are normally employed to simulate the cutting behaviours in actual 

machining processes [27]. During nano scratch processes, different deformation morphologies arising 

on the residual scratch grooves provide essential information revealing the various removal behaviours 

of tested materials. For KDP crystal, the material removal behaviours at the micron-scale scratch depth 

are mainly through brittle failure (i.e., radial cracks, lateral cracks, edge-chipping) at ambient 

temperature [7]. The ductile-regime removal can only be observed within a small scratch depth (around 

hundreds of nanometers) at ambient temperature, accompanied by a smooth scratch groove. On the 

whole, it can be seen that the previous work has achieved great progress in understanding the 

mechanical response of brittle materials to nano-indentation loads [19, 28] and in identifying the 

corresponding material deformation behaviours in nano scratching processes [14]. However, very little 

effort has been made to reveal how the temperature affects the change of material characteristics as 

well as various material removal behaviours.  

Recently, we have attempted to answer this question by conducting nano scratch techniques on 

KDP crystal [21]. It is revealed experimentally that the critical UCT of brittle-to-ductile transition 

increases generally as the temperature rises from 23 ℃ to 180 ℃ and achieves its maximum value at 
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around 160 ℃~170 ℃. The critical UCT at 170 ℃ (~3.61μm) could be improved more than 8 times 

from that at 23 ℃ (~0.4μm). Nevertheless, there is still no systematical theoretical analysis and 

modelling work to explain these interesting experimental phenomena. Normally, the specific 

deformation behaviours developed in scratch progress can be explained by the stress analytical models 

proposed by Yoffe [29]and Ahn [30]. However, the influence of temperature on the instantaneous stress 

distribution during scratch processes and also the resultant material removal behaviours is not 

considered in these existing literature [29, 30]; and thus, further refinement of these aforementioned 

models is in need to analyze the scratch processes when considering the temperature effect. 

For bridging this gap, this study aims to reveal the specific role of temperature in the ductile 

machinability of brittle KDP crystal by nano indenter techniques. To achieve this, the specific evolution 

of material properties induced by temperature change was firstly recalled briefly, followed by varied-

depth scratch tests for revealing material removal behaviours at both ambient and elevated temperature. 

Especially, an analysis model is proposed to understand the residual stress field for figuring out the 

specific stress components regarding various deformation behaviours by taking into consideration of 

temperature effect. This presented work can contribute to the development of advanced thermal-

assisted setups/methods for machining this type of brittle materials. 

2. Nano indentation/scratch experiment design considering the temperature 
effect  

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the nano-indentation and nano-scratch tests were carried on a nano-indenter 

(Nano Test, UK), which can achieve the testing temperature ranging from ambient temperature to 

750°C . In this work, all the nano-indentation and nano-scratch tests were conducted at both ambient 

temperature (AT, i.e. 23°C) and elevated temperature(ET, i.e. 160°C), as it was reported that the 

fracture resistance of KDP increases as the temperature rises and peaks at 160°C [23]. During the tests, 

the elevated temperature can be achieved by heating the indenter platform (heating rate: 1°C/min), 

where the KDP samples were glued on, with a 30 min holding period at the designated temperature for 

stable thermal equilibrium. The used KDP specimen was polished in advance to eliminate any 

subsurface damage generated in previous processing and the adopted crystal plane in this work belongs 

to typical Double-Plane, the crystallographic structure of which is shown in Fig. 1(b). A spherical 

diamond indenter with a cone angle of θ=60°was employed for the nano tests, the radius of which is 

about 2.436 um (see in Fig. 1c). The reason for adopting spherical indenters rather than Berkovich and 

Vikers indenters which are common in nanoindentation experiments [7, 14] is that both the geometrical 

shape and size of spherical indenters are similar with those of the cutting edge of micro ball-end milling 

cutters used in the repair process of the surface defects on KDP optics [31, 32]. 
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The nano-indentation tests were conducted to acquire the evolution of the material property of KDP 

(e.g., hardness (H), elastic modulus (E), and fracture toughness (KIC)) induced by the temperature effect. 

All the indentation trials were conducted at load-control mode with different maximum loads ranging 

from 10 ~50 mN (in a step of 10 mN). A 20 s holding time was set at the designated load Pmax at the 

end of the loading stage, followed by an unloading stage. Each test is repeated three times. While the 

scratch tests were performed in the varied-depth mode at AT and ET, respectively, to get an insight into 

the brittle-to-ductile behaviours of KDP crystal. The applied normal scratch load was increasing from 

0 mN to 150 mN while the scratch length was set as 450 um. As illustrated in Fig. 1b, all the scratches 

were performed perpendicular to the [110] direction on the Double plane as this orientation has the 

largest capability to achieve ductile cutting on this specific plane. More information about these nano 

tests can be found in our previous work [21]. Finally, an SEM instrument (JEOL 7100) was employed 

to observe surface morphologies generated in the above nano tests.  

  
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustrating the nano indentation and scratch test at different temperatures; (b) The Double-Plane of 
KDP crystal used for the nano tests; (c) The spherical indenter tip used for nano tests. 

3. Influence of temperature on material properties of KDP crystal revealed 
by nano-indentation test 

As aforementioned, temperature plays a significant role in material properties and ultimate 

machinability. Thus, in this section, the particular material response of KDP crystal (e.g. H, E, KIC) to 

nano indentation loads at different temperature will be discussed comprehensively.  
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3. 1 Nano indentation features developed at different temperatures 
The indentation load-displacement curves are of great significance to reveal the material 

deformation and response behaviours to various indentation conditions. Fig. 2 shows the load-

displacement curves obtained from the nano indentation of KDP crystal at different loads and 

temperatures. It can be seen that at the loading stage, the indentation displacements increase with the 

rise of applied loads at both AT and ET. However, at the unloading stage, the slope of initial unloading 

curves at ET turns negative, which is contrary to that at AT indentations. These negative slopes imply 

that a viscoelastic recovery behaviour took place in the unloading stage of ET indentations rather than 

the elastic recovery that occurred in AT indentation processes. Since the viscoelastic deformation is a 

combined behaviour of elastic and viscous deformations [33], this viscoelastic phenomenon that 

occurred in ET indentations should be attributed to the viscous deformation due to the thermal 

activation. But it is worthy to point out that this viscoelastic behaviour for KDP crystal is not only 

temperature-dependent but also load-independent as it was absent in the ET indentation curves with a 

small maximum load (Pmax=10 mN).  

  
Fig. 2 The indentation load-displacement curves under various indentation loads: at ambient temperature (a); at 
elevated temperature (b).  

Meanwhile, it is found that many pop-in events (i.e. abrupt drifts of indentation displacement) 

took place during the loading stage. When at small indentation loads (P<1.5 mN), the pop-in events 

tend to take place at both AT and ET (shown in the enlarged images in Fig. 2). While at large indentation 

load (dozens of mNs), the pop-in events occur frequently at AT with obvious displacement drifts 

(marked by black arrows in Fig. 2a) but can not be clear recognized at ET. It worthy to note that the 

pop-in events may have different generation mechanism. The pop-in events occurred at small 

indenation loads should be attributed to the plastic deformation caused by slipping as reported in Ref 

[34], while at large indentation loads, the pop-in events with obvious displacement drifts at AT (marked 
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by black arrows in Fig. 2a) may be induced by the sudden formation of cracks during the indentations. 

Moreover, the absence of pop-in events (i.e., cracks) at large loads in Fig. 2b further indicate the 

ductility improvement of KDP crystal at ET due to the thermal-activated plastic deformation. During 

the ET nano indentation processes, increasing the temperature could contribute to the improvement of 

atomic mobility and also the reduction of minimum stresses which are prerequisites for the nucleation 

of dislocations [10, 35]. Therefore, under this increasing stress field concerning the increasing 

indentation load, the dislocations are extremely easy to form, ultimately contributing to the formation 

of thermal-activated slip and plastic deformation.  

The specific influence of temperature on the material response behaviour can also be proved by 

the surface morphologies of indentation impression. Fig. 3 shows the residual morphologies of KDP 

monocrystal developed at AT and ET with a maximum indentation load of 50 mN. Similar to previous 

experimental observation [21], one can see that in addition to some radial cracks, a great number of 

micro debris occurred on the residual surfaces indented at AT, as shown in Fig. 3(a), implying a very 

brittle crack behaviour engaged into the indentation process. While at ET, it is interesting to find that 

the plastic deformation dominated the indentation process although a few micro cracks developed at 

the indentation borders. This phenomena regarding the different surface morphologies at AT and ET 

clarify that increasing temperature exerts a positive role in enhancing the plastic deformation capacity 

of brittle KDP crystal. 

 

Fig. 3 The residual impression morphologies of spherical indentation (Pmax=50mN) at different temperatures: (a) at 

ambient temperature; (b) at elevated temperature. Similar observations have also been achieved in [21]. 

3. 2 The evolution of material properties induced by temperature effect 

To further understand the role of temperature in the material deformation behaviours, the 

mechanical characteristics of KDP (e.g. H, E, KIC and recovery rate) at AT and ET will be calculated 

and discussed comprehensively based on the nano-indentation results. During the unloading process, 
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the deformed materials underneath the indenter will recover with the leave of the indenter tip. In this 

work, the recovery rate is defined as max

max

= 100%rd d
d

ζ −
×  , where the maxd   and rd   are the 

penetration depth and residual depth in the indentation process, respectively. The evolution of these 

three indexes (i.e., maxd , rd , and ζ ) with the increase of applied indentation loads at these two 

temperatures are depicted in Fig. 4. One can see that at both AT and ET, the maxd  and rd  all witness 

a growing trend with the rise of applied loads while the recovery rate firstly reduces substantially at a 

small load range (<10 mN) and then becomes prone to be stable at a high load range. Nevertheless, it 

is worthy to note that the recovery rate at ET is much lower than that at AT. Especially at the high load 

range, the ζ at ET is only around 10% while that at AT is more than 30%, indicating that the recovery 

deformation capacity at ET decreases dramatically compared with that at AT. The overall reduction of 

recovery rate at ET illustrated the energy consumption used for plastic deformation during indentation 

at ET could be higher than that at AT with each applied load considering the energy conservation.  

 
Fig. 4 The relationships between the applied indentation loads and penetration depth, residual depth and recovery rate at different 

temperature : (a) at ambient temperature; (b) at elevated temperature.  

Moreover, the specific mechanical characteristics (e.g. H, E, KIC) of KDP crystal at AT and ET 

were estimated based on the Oliver-Pharr’s approach [36] and fracture mechanic theory [37] (see in 

Appendix. A), to gain insight into the specific effect of temperature on its ultimate material removal 

behaviour during machining and the resultant surface integrity. Fig. 5 shows the measured material 

properties of KDP crystal in the case of nano indentation with Pmax =10mN at both AT and ET. The 

measured values at ambient temperature are consistent well with the reported values (H=2.0±0.2 GPa, 

E=38.7 Gpa, KIC=0.24 Mpa∙m1/2) in the literature [38, 39], indicating the accuracy and reasonability 
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of the measurement. Compared with the estimated values at AT, the H and E of KDP crystal at ET 

decrease to 1.54±0.11 GPa by 21.4% and 24.10±0.75 GPa, by 32.5%, respectively, while the fracture 

toughness increases to 0.2856±0.0041 Mpa∙m1/2 by 15.5%. Both the decrease of H and E and the 

increase of KIC jointly demonstrate the increased flexibility of ductile deformation of KDP crystal at 

ET. The atoms inside materials and their related motion at ET could become more intensive due to the 

increased temperature, giving the rise to the reduction of the attraction forces between adjacent atoms 

[10]. Given the increased indentation load, these affected atoms are, consequently, much easier to run 

away from their balance positions, contributing to the generation of dislocations due to the thermal 

activation effect. 

 
Fig. 5 The measured material mechanical characteristics of KDP crystal at ambient and elevated temperature: (a) hardness (H); (b) 
elastic modulus (E); (c) fracture toughness (KIC) 

4. Understanding the material machinability behaviours induced by the 
temperature effect 

The results presented in Section 3 clear illustrate that raising temperature indeed has an interesting 

influence on the machineability of KDP by affecting the material properties. Thus, to further reveal the 

specific effect of temperature on material cutting behaviors of KDP, the detailed material removal 

behaviours during nanoscratch processes and the related formation mechanism will be discussed in 

this section.   

4.1 Comparison of material removal behaviour during the scratch process of KDP 
crystal at AT and ET  

The residual morphology features on the scratch grooves are beneficial for understanding 

different material removal behaviours, especially for difficult-to-machine materials [14, 40]. The 

specific material removal behaviours at AT and ET have been discussed in our previous work as 
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aforementioned [21], but in order to help the potential readers better understand the foregoing 

theoretical stress analysis, the corresponding SEM images of varied-depth scratch morphologies at AT 

(i.e. 23°C) and ET (i.e. 160°C) will be introduced briefly in this work and are presented in Fig. 6 and 

Fig. 7, respectively. One can see that, with the increase of applied loads (see in Fig. 6), many brittle 

features are prone to occur on the groove surfaces, indicating that the brittle mode is gradually 

dominating in the material removal process as the scratch load increases. More specifically (see in Fig. 

6a), the ductile removal can only be achieved at the beginning stage with a short distance (< 32 

micrometers). But typical brittle features (e.g. radial cracks and micro pits) come into being on the 

residual groove (see in Fig. 6ii) with the rise of applied load, The included angle between these radial 

cracks and scratch direction is about 45°, which indicates that the maximum stress direction as the 

brittle cracks has been identified to propagate along the direction of maximum stress [40]. Meanwhile, 

the magnified image in Fig. 6(iv) (detail of zone Fig. 6ii) clearly show there are a great number of 

micro debris left on the residual grooves, which look like those taking place on indentation surfaces at 

AT (see Fig. 3a) and further proof the brittle removal behaviours. As the scratch load increases further, 

many transverse cracks start to emerge on the scratch groove and tend to propagate to the surface of 

bulk material, giving the risk of the generation of edge-chippings.   

 

Fig. 6 Surface SEM images of the scratch at ambient temperature (23℃); The enlarged images (i-iv) showing representative material 

removal behaviours; Similar observations can be found in the previous experimental study [21].  

Regarding the scratch grooves generated at ET, the surfaces morphologies are presented in Fig. 

7. One can see that many ductile features are engaging in the material removal process at ET. Different 

to the short plastic groove length at AT, the scratch length of the smooth groove at the beginning stage 

increases by about 4 times (~141 μm), indicating a significant enhancement of the ductile removal 

capacity at ET. As the scratch load further rises, a few radial cracks start to take place on the residual 
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groove (see in Fig. 7ii), which is an obvious signal of brittle removal behaviours. At the high load 

range, both the quantity and size of the radial cracks display a rising trend with the continuing increase 

of scratch loads, as shown in Fig. 7(iii-iv). Meanwhile, there is some chunk removal occurring at the 

end of the scratch, which may be attributed to the crack propagation and interaction.  

By comparing the scratch surface morphologies generated at AT and ET, it can be found that the 

most of brittle features (e.g., transverse cracks and edge chippings) at AT disappeared on the scratch 

grooves at ET whereby there are more ductile removal behaviours (i.e. smooth surface with a quite 

long scratch length). It is interesting to note that there is no residual debris observed at ET which differs 

from the observation at AT where the debris was formed even at the ductile scratch region (Fig. 6). 

Overall, the evolution of scratch surface morphologies induced by temperature keeps consistent with 

the indentation results presented in Section 3.1, collectively demonstrating that raising temperature 

could have a positive influence on the ductile removal of brittle materials, and also indicating that this 

temperature effect can be employed to enhance the machining quality and efficiency of KDP crystal 

by adopting large-value undercut chip thickness. 

 

Fig. 7 Surface SEM images of the scratch at elevated temperature (160℃); The enlarged images (i-iv) showing representative material 

removal behaviours. Similar observations can be found in the previous experimental study [21].   

4.2 Development of the stress models for understanding the stress distribution that 
occurred at different temperature 

According to existing studies, both the plastic and brittle behaviours occurring in scratch 

processes have a close relationship with the stress distribution underneath the indenter tip [30]. Thus, 

it is necessary to understand the deformation behaviours, as observed above, developed in the varied-

depth scratches at different temperature from the view of stress analysis.  
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It has been reported that the stress distribution responsible for brittle cracks consists of an elastic 

stress field and a residual stress field [41, 42]. The first one arises from the Boussinesq field induced 

by normal load, Pn, and the Cerruti field induced by tangential force, Pt, while the latter one derives 

from the Blister field due to residual stresses which are attributed to the local inelastic deformation 

generated in the scratch. Therefore, the overall scratch stress can be described as: 

 n t r= Boussi Cerruti Blisterσ σ σ σ+ +   (1) 

 n t r= Boussi Cerruti Blisterτ τ τ τ+ +   (2)  

The specific equations for estimating each stress field can be found in the Appendix. B. Fig. 8 

illustrates the schematic of scratch processes and the related coordinate system for describing stress 

components. It is worthy to note that the content shown in Fig. 8a is about the scratch process with a 

constant depth rather than the varied-depth scratch adopted in this work, but the presented schematic 

is reasonable to be used to describe the development details of the stress models regarding the varied-

depth scratch process. This is because the detailed material deformation behaviours (i.e. material 

removal and recovery) and the related contact areas between the indenter tip and specimen (Fig. 8b 

and c) in varied-depth scratch process at one specific moment (i.e. with a specific scratch load) can be 

regarded similar to those developed in the constant-depth scratch process with the same scratch load. 

In this nano scratch test, except for the applied normal load (Pn,), the tangential load (Pt,) exerts a 

significant role in the stress distribution, especially in the Cerruti stress field. The generation of the 

tangential load is mainly due to the friction between the indenter tip and workpiece, which can be 

estimated by [43]       

 ( )t ploughing interface nP Pµ µ= +   (3) 

 = t
ploughing

n

A
Aµ   (4) 

where μploughing and μinterface=0.3 are the ploughing friction coefficient and interface friction 

coefficient [43], respectively. At and An are normal-projected area and tangential-projected area of the 

tool and workpiece zone, respectively, and can be described as [44]: 

 2 2 21 4(2 2) 2 2( ) (2 )
2 3n f fA Rh h Rh h R h R h hπ= − + − × + − + +   (5) 

 2 arccos( ) ( ) (2 )t
R hA R R h h R h

R
−

= − − −   (6) 
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Fig. 8 Schematic of scratch processes with a spherical indenter tip (a); contact area between indenter and workpiece (b) (c); coordinate 

system of stress components (d).  

The values of the projected area (At and An) in this work are highly related to the practical 

penetration depth (h), which can be referred to the scratch depth-load curves as shown in Fig. 9. By 

analyzing the smoothness extent of the depth-load curve, both the curves at AT and ET can be divided 

into three sections: smooth curves (ductile regime), curves start having a few flutters (BDT regimes), 

curves have severe fluctuations (brittle regime). These different curve sections can be linked with the 

various scratch morphologies shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 as they are all the outcomes of material 

removal behaviours developed in the scratch process. Meanwhile, it is found that the depth-load curve 

at AT has a great number of severe fluctuations due to the generation of brittle fractures while that at 

ET tends to be more smooth, especially at the small scratch load range (see in the enlarged image in 

Fig. 9). This phenomenon further proves that the ductile removal ability of KDP crystal can be greatly 

enhanced by improving the temperature. 

Meanwhile, as shown in Appendix. B (Eqs. B13-18), there is a key important factor, B, affecting 

the Blister stress distribution caused by the local inelastic deformation. This factor, B, is known as the 

Blister strength, and can be expressed as follow, according to Wang’s analysis [41]:  

 
( )( )

23 cot
4 1 2 1

EaB f θ
π ν ν

=
− +

  (7) 

where v is the material poison’s ratio while θ is the half-apex angle of indenters. f is a compaction 

factor that can be estimated as the ratio of elastic-deformation volume to the whole deformation volume 
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generated in indentation or scratch processes [17]. Thus, in the presented work, the compaction factor, 

f, can be simplified as the ratio of the recovery rate ζ, as discussed in Section 3.2： 

 ( )max

max

= = rd d
f

d
ζ

−   (8) 

 
Fig. 9 The depth/load curves of scratch grooves generated at ambient temperature and elevated temperature. 

Besides, according to indentation theory [36], the contact size a in Eq. (7) is highly related to the 

indentation load and hardness. Meanwhile, considering the analogy of indentation-to-scratch hardness, 

the contact size a can be described as: 

 / ( )a P Hλ π=   (9) 

where λ = 1 is a geometric factor in this case with a spherical axisymmetric tip [36].  

Therefore, by substituting Eqs. (8-9) into Eq. 7, the Blister strength can ultimately be given by  

 ( )
( )( )

2
max

n
max

3
cot

4 1 2 1
rd dEB P

H d
λ

θ
π ν ν

−
=

− +
  (10) 

Given the obvious effect of temperature on the material response to indentation loads as in the 

Section 3, the temperature could also have an important influence on the Blister strength B by affecting 

the material properties (e.g., Elastic modulus, hardness and material elastic recovery rate), eventually 

exerting a significant role in the whole tress field underneath the scratch grooves and further the 

material deformation behaviours.  
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4.3 Stress distribution analysis for understanding the material removal behaviours 
at AT and ET  

4.3.1 Comparison of the stress field on the cross-sectional plane at AT and ET 

Based on the updated stress field models, the specific deformation behaviours occurred in the 

scratch process can be analysed. In this work, the discussion on the scratch-induced stress distribution 

underneath the scratch indenter tip is performed combining the scratch loads of 10mN and 50mN at 

both AT and ET. The reason for choosing these two specific scratch loads is that, based on the 

observation of scratch load/depth (P/h) curves (Fig. 9), the scratch zone with Pn=10mN at AT and 

Pn=50 mN at ET can be approximately considered as the turning points of the scratch changing from 

ductile-regime to brittle-regime as the scratch P/h curves seem to start to fluctuate due to crack 

generations under these two specific conditions. Meanwhile, the scratch area with Pn=50mN at AT is 

total brittle while that with Pn=10mN at ET is ductile, providing an obvious comparison for 

understanding the relationship between stress distribution and material deformation behaviours. 

Besides, in order to better clarify the temperature effect, the stress is calculated accordingly in the 

form of normalized stress ( 2c / nPσπκ [45]). The index κ  and c  are dimensionless constant and the 

corresponding scratch depth ( c h= ) under the scratch load nP  (see in Fig. 9), respectively. It is found 

that although the stress values at AT and ET are deeply affected by the temperature effect, the stress 

distribution patterns in these cases are similar. Thus, only the stress distribution at AT with Pn=50mN 

on the cross-sectional plane (YOZ) is presented in this study, as shown in Fig. 10, to illustrate the 

distribution patterns of different stress components. The stress components σx, σy and σz have been 

identified to be responsible for the initiation of radial cracks, medial cracks and lateral cracks [41], 

respectively. In this case, the stress components σx and σz are found to reach their maximum tensile 

stress values underneath the indenter tip while the stress component σy has two tensile stress zones on 

both sides of the tip. The specific relationship between stress distribution patterns and crack initiation 

will be clarified with the foregoing discussion on the analysis of the stress field along the XOZ plane.  
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Fig. 10 The normalized stress distribution of different stress components at the position with a scratch load of Pn=50 mN at ambient 

temperature: (a) normalized stress of σx ; (b) normalized stress of σy ;(c) normalized stress of σz. 

Here, the main objective is to explore whether the temperature has a positive influence on stress 

distributions and material deformation occurred in the scratch process. Fig. 11 shows the stress field 

distributed along the Y-axis direction at various scratch conditions. One can see that the temperature 

effect exerts a significant role in reducing the stress intensity underneath the indenter tip induced by 

scratching. The tensile stress values of all stress components at ET with Pn=10mN are found to be 

lower than those at AT, as shown in Fig. 11(a-c). This phenomenon might be attributed to the higher 

flexibility of material deformation induced by the thermal-activated dislocation as above discussed. 

Meanwhile, it is worthy to note that the difference in the tensile stress between AT and ET is prone to 

be larger as the scratch load increases. Referring to the Fracture Mechanic theory [3, 46], brittle cracks 

will occur only when the local stresses exceed the material fracture toughness. Thus, the low-value 

stress field at ET could highly reduce the possibility of crack initiation and propagation, eventually 

contributing to the material ductile-removal in actual machining processes.  
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Fig. 11 Comparison of the stress distribution at the ambient temperature and elevated temperature at different normal loads: the 

normalized stress of σx at Pn=10 mN (a) and Pn=50 mN (b); the normalized stress of σy at Pn=10 mN (c) and Pn=50 mN (d); the normalized 

stress of σz at Pn=10 mN (e) and Pn=50 mN (f).   

4.3.2 Comparison of the stress field along the scratching direction at AT and ET  

The deformation behaviours developed in the scratch process are not only highly related to the 

stress distribution on the cross-sections plane (YOZ) but also deeply affected by the stress field parallel 

with the scratch direction. Thus, it is of great importance to analyze the stress field on XOZ plane for 

clarifying the deformation behaviours in-depth.  

Fig. 12 shows the stress components, σx, in the XOZ plane with a normal load of Pn=50 mN. It 

can be seen that in the area before the indenter, the stress component, σx, maximizes at the elastic-

plastic deformation interface with an included angle of φ=16.69° with the Z-axis (Fig. 12a). While the 

area behind the indenter tip undergoes the gradually unloading stage of the scratch load. This means 

that the elastic stress generated by the scratch load in this area would decrease quickly with the advance 

of the indenter tip. Consequently, the stress field in the rear of the tip would gradually transfer into 

Blister residual stress. Furthermore, the stress component in the rear of the tip is identified as tensile 
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stress, the contour line of which is almost parallel to the scratch direction. This tensile stress 

concentration condition gives a high risk of the formation of brittle radial and lateral cracks. 

 
Fig. 12 The normalized stress distribution of different stress components in the XOZ plane at ambient temperature with the scratch load 

of Pn =50 mN: (a) normalized stress of σx ; (b) normalized stress of σy ;(c) normalized stress of σz. 

Similarly, the stress component, σy, comes to its peak value in the area before the indenter tip at 

the elastic-to-plastic deformation interface (Fig. 12b). This tensile stress is vertical to the scratch 

direction so that median cracks could be introduced. However, it is interesting to find that the maximum 

value of this tensile stress is quite small and seems to be lower than those shown in Fig. 12a and b. 

This should be attributed to the extrusion effect of the blunt spherical indenter tip, which could diverge 

the material in front of itself to both sides like a sharp Berkovich indenter tip [47]. Thus, although the 

stress in this area along Y-axis is tensile, the possibility of median crack initiation induced by σy is 

much lower than that of radial cracks induced by σx. Besides, it is also found the stress field in the rear 

of the tip is dominated by the Blister compressive stress. This means that even a median crack was 

introduced in front of the tip, it might be closed by the compressive stress when the indenter goes 

through the cracks. Therefore, the tensile stress with low values in front of the indenter and 

compressive stress in the rear of the indenter jointly reduce the possibility of median crack initiation 

and propagation, which can be validated by the absence of median cracks in the cross-section FIB-

SEM observation in our previous work on the nano scratch of KDP crystal [21].  

When it comes to the stress component of σz, the stress distribution is a bit similar to that discussed 

above. The compressive stress occurs in the area before the indenter while the tensile stress dominates 
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the residual stress field behind the indenter tip. Meanwhile, the contour line in the area in the rear of 

the indenter tip is almost parallel to the elastic-to-plastic deformation interface. Considering that this 

stress component is vertical to the scratch direction, lateral cracks are much easier to be introduced by 

this tensile stress, as shown in Fig. 6.  

Moreover, in order to further understand the temperature effect, the total normal stresses (i.e., the 

sum of each component) and total shear stress at different temperature with various normal loads are 

also analyzed and compared, as shown in Fig. 13. One can see that in the area adjacent to the indenter 

tip, both the normal and shear stress are greatly affected by the temperature. Along the scratching 

direction (X-axis), the stress field behind the indenter tip is mainly dominated by the tensile stress but 

its value at AT is higher than that at ET. Given that the Blister stress has been identified as the 

dominated component in the residual stress field [41], the reduction of tensile tress, as shown in Fig. 

13, should be attributed to the decrease of material characteristics (i.e. H, E, ξ) with the rise of 

temperature, which jointly result in a smaller Blister stress strength at ET comparing with that at RT. 

Besides, according to the existing analysis, the tensile stress field is generated by the material resistance 

to the deformation under hydrostatic pressure which is scaled with the applied normal load [7, 45]. 

Thus, at the same scratch loads (Pn=10mN and 50mN in Fig. 13), the smaller stresses at ET mean a 

weaker material resistance to deformation, indicating that the material adjacent to the indenter tip at 

ET is much easier to undergo plastic deformation than that at AT in the scratch process and to be 

removed with more plastic behaviours (see in Fig. 7). This theoretical analysis result can also be used 

to explain why the residual indentation morphology at ET shows more plastic features than at RT as 

shown in Fig. 3.  

On the whole, at AT the stress underneath the grooves induced by scratch is very large and 

increases with the rise of the applied normal load. Once this stress intensity comes close to the material 

fracture toughness, brittle cracks (e.g., radial cracks, median cracks and lateral cracks) will take place 

depending on the combination and competition of the stress components; While at ET, the stress 

underneath the indenter tip induced by scratch is relatively low due to the decreased material hardness, 

elastic modulus and recovery rate induced by the temperature effect. On the other hand, this 

temperature effect also simultaneously increases its fracture resistance, as discussed in the nano 

indentation section. Therefore, the reduced-value stress condition at ET is extremely difficult to 

approach its fracture toughness, which eventually reduces the risk of crack initiation and hence 

effectively suppresses crack generation and propagation.  
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Fig. 13 Comparison of the stress at ambient and elevated temperature along the scratch direction in the XOZ: at the scratch load of 

Pn=10mN, the total normal stress distribution (a) and total shear stress distribution t (b); at the scratch load of Pn=50mN, the total normal 

stress distribution (c) and total shear stress (d).  

 

5. Conclusion 

In this work, the role of temperature in the ductile removal ability of brittle KDP crystal has been 

investigated from the perspective of stress analysis and to provide a theoretical explanation for our 

previous experimental results [21]. Firstly, the specific evolution of material properties induced by 

temperature change was recalled briefly, followed by varied-depth scratch tests for introducing the 

different material removal behaviours caused by the temperature effect. Most importantly, an updated 

stress analytical model has been proposed to explain the underlying evolution mechanism of different 

brittle features developed at ambient and elevated temperature by considering the change of material 

properties induced by the temperature effect. It is found that, on the one hand, the fracture resistance 

of KDP crystal can be enhanced greatly at elevated temperature; while, on the other hand, the tensile 

stress concentration accumulated in the rear of the indenter tip can be extensively reduced, which is 

the main reason causing the initiation and propagation of brittle radial and lateral cracks. Thus, as result, 
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the reduced tensile stress underneath the scratch indenter tip at elevated temperature would become far 

lower than the improved fracture resistance of KDP crystal, reducing the risk of crack initiation and 

propagation and eventually improving the ductile-regime removal ability of this type of brittle 

materials.  

Both the experimental result and theoretical analysis all proved that the temperature exerts a 

positive influence on improving the plastic deformation and ductile removal ability of brittle KDP 

crystal. These present results about the temperature effect could enlighten the future development of 

some thermal-involved process in the future and enhance the machinability of brittle materials.  
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Appendix A 

In nano indentation tests with a spherical indenter tip, the hardness can be estimated as the ratio 

of indentation loads (Pmax) to the contact area based on the Oliver-Pharr’s approach [36]: 
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where R and hc account for the radius of the indenter tip and contact depth, respectively;  is 

suggested for spherical indenters. S donates slopes of unloading curves and can be given by S = dP/dh.  
Meanwhile, the Elastic Modulus, E, can be expressed as [36]: 
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where vs and Es represent the Poisson’s ratio and Elastic modulus of indenters; vi and Ei indicate the 

same meaning for samples. By refering to the existing research, the Ei and vi for diamond indenters 

can be set as 1141 GPa and 0.07.  

=0.75ε
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Furthermore, according to the indentation fracture theory, the spherical indentation fracture 

toughness can be estimated as [48]:  
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Where the terms m and ξ  are dimensionless constant and can be given as 0.5 and 0.032 in spherical 

indentations [21]; c is the crack length; ϕ  could be given by arcsin( )a
R while a is the radius of 

indentation contact circles. 
 

Appendix B 

The Boussinesq stress field is given as: 
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The Cerruti stress field is given as: 
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  (B.10) 

   (B.11)

   (B.12) 

The Blister residual stress field is expressed as follows: 

   (B.13) 

  (B.14) 

  (B.15) 

   (B.16) 

  (B.17) 

   (B.18) 
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